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Introduction to the SEO Audit 

Hello and thank you for choosing me to complete your SEO Audit! 

If you have invested in my audit it’s likely you already know what you’re getting for your money 

but, as a reminder, here’s a bit about me and the audit itself. 

I have worked in Search Marketing for over 10 years, developing a strong skillset in SEO, Paid 

Search, Paid Social and CRO channels. 

My experience of building and growing websites dates back longer than that. I started working 

on independent projects around 2005. This foundation of knowledge led to scaling up a website 

from nothing to 1 million page views a month. 

Currently, I lead up the Digital Marketing activity for a well-known UK hotel chain. 

What’s contained in the Audit? 

My Audit is broken down into four key pillars. They are: 

1. Technical – The elements that impact how Google and other search engines find, 

discover and index your website. 

2. Metas – The information that search engines use to understand what pages of your 

website are about. 

3. Content – The information displayed on your website that informs the user of what a page 

is about. 

4. Links – The external links directing back to your website. 

Your performance across these four key pillars will determine how you perform in the search 

engines. 

Each of the respective sections contains various checks that will provide you with an individual 

scoring by check and by section. 

The flagged areas will then be provided with a priority scoring to help build a plan of action of 

what needs addressing first and which of those actions will be your biggest difference makers. 

1) Technical Review 

High Impact Items 
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High impact items are regarded as the biggest difference makers to Organic performance so I 

would encourage you to prioritise any flags within these errors. Low impact, conversely, will be 

items that are not likely to have a huge impact but to follow absolute best practice they are 

recommended to complete. 

 

Item Score Actions 

404s Pass - No Action There are no issues with 
broken links. 

Hidden Content Pass - No Action There doesn’t appear to be 
any hidden text that would 
impact performance. 

Internal Linking Pass - No Action The website is small enough 
in terms of number of pages 
(7) and overall content that 
internal linking isn’t a huge 
issue. Perhaps only to link to 
the “points table” in the match 
report commentary. 

Mobile First Pass - No Action The website is being indexed 
on mobile correctly. 

Mobile-Friendliness Pass - No Action The website displays fine on 
Mobile. 

Navigational Structure Some Action There isn’t page depth so this 
isn’t going to be a huge 
problem. However, some nav 
links are hidden under “more” 
which may prevent some 
users from seeing the links 
immediately. 
 
Additionally, from reviewing 
the content on the homepage, 
it would appear that only 
recent match reports are 
available and there is no log 
of previous match reports 
which may be useful for users 
to search for. 
 
I would suggest creating a 
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structure, similar to that of a 
blog, that would allow you 
define previous match 
reports. This is beneficial to 
both a user and from a search 
perspective so Google can 
see the content remains in 
place and it’s not constantly 
being refreshed on the 
homepage. 
 
An example structure would 
be: 
wirralseaanglers.org/match-
reports (Essentially the 
blog/match report category) 
and then; 
wirralseaanglers.org/match-
reports/kingslake-30-10-22 
(the match report itself). 

Responsiveness Pass - No Action The website is responsive. 

Robots.txt Pass - No Action The website has a robots.txt 
and isn’t blocking anything. 

Site minus Javascript Pass - No Action Content is viewable without 
Javascript turned on. 

Site Speed - Core Web Vitals Some Action Overall, the website is healthy 
from a speed perspective - 
particularly on Desktop with a 
98/100 score. Mobile is a little 
less, however, (84) and there 
are some unused Javascript 
items that could be looked at 
to improve the score further. 

URL Naming Pass - No Action The small number of URLs 
appear to be named sensibly. 

XML Sitemap Pass - No Action The website has a sitemap 
with all pages listed 
(https://wirralseaanglers.org/si
temap.website.xml) 
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Medium Impact Items 

 

Item Score Actions 

301s Pass - No Action There are no 301 redirect 
issues. 

Breadcrumbs Pass - No Action The website does not have 
breadcrumbs but because the 
site structure is not deep this 
can be classed as a pass. 

Canonicals Pass - No Action There are no canonical tags 
present which is expected. 

HTTPs Pass - No Action The website is HTTPs so is 
secure. 

Pop-ups Pass - No Action There are no pop ups on the 
website. 

 

Low Impact Items 

 

Item Score Actions 

Alt Tags Priority Action The images on the website do 
not have alt tags. If images 
are given alt tags it provides 
Google with an indication of 
what the image actually is as 
they cannot understand an 
image from crawling the site 
without the supporting text. 
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2) Meta Review 

High Impact Items 

 

Item Score Actions 

Homepage Meta Title Pass - No Action The homepage meta title 
generally does its job. The 
website ranks #1 for “wirral 
sea anglers”. It is only 25 
characters in length, however, 
so it could be extended to 
use up the 50-60 
recommended limit. 

Category Meta Title(s) Priority Action Category pages contain very 
basic and short meta titles 
and could be improved. 
 
For example, for News, it 
could be extended from 
simply “News” to “News, 
Match Dates & Results | Wirral 
Sea Anglers”. 

Single Product/Page Meta 
Title(s) 

Pass - No Action You do not have product 
pages as such. 

 

Medium Impact Items 

 

Item Score Actions 

Homepage Headings Some Action The H1 at the top of the page 
is fine. However, the yellow 
titles such as “forthcoming 
matches” should be H2s and 
the match names such as 
“Vale Park (HW) 6/11/22” 
should be H3s. 
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Category Headings Priority Action There doesn’t appear to be 
H1s on the category pages. 
These should be the main 
page headings such as “about 
us”. 

Single Headings Pass - No Action You have no single/product 
pages as such. 

 

Low Impact Items 

 

Item Score Actions 

Homepage Meta Description Some Action The homepage has a meta 
description but there are two 
spaces between “hold” and 
“regular”. 

Category Description(s) Priority Action There are no meta 
descriptions for any of the 
category pages. These should 
be filled out to the maximum 
length of 150 characters. 

Single Description(s) Pass - No Action You have no single/product 
pages as such. 
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3) Content Review 

High Impact Items 

 

Item Score Actions 

Homepage Content Priority Action There doesn’t appear to be 
any static homepage content 
and the match report element 
of the page is continually 
refreshed. There should be 
static content on the page 
that explains what the website 
is. Also, as previously 
highlighted, the website 
would be better structured if 
the match report content sat 
in another section of the 
website and was kept 
permanently. 

Category Content Pass - No Action In general the content on 
category pages is fine. 

Single Product/Page Content Pass - No Action You have no single/product 
pages as such. 

Content Duplication Pass - No Action There are no issues with 
duplicate content on external 
websites. 

EAT 
(Expertise/Authority/Trust) 

Pass - No Action If WSA is associated to any 
governing body then it would 
be recommended to highlight 
this but this is not a major 
issue for a small site like this. 

Structured Mark-Up Pass - No Action There isn’t major need for 
structured data 
implementation. However, if 
the points table was to be put 
into a properly structured 
table. It may display better in 
the SERPs. See below table 
the current display. 
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User Focused/Blog Content Pass - No Action  

RE: Structured Data 

 

 

 

Medium Impact Items 

 

Item Score Actions 

Blog Internal Linking Pass - No Action There is no blog. 
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4) External Links Review 

High Impact Items 

 

Item Score Actions 

Ahrefs Domain Rating 2/100 n/a 

Google MyBusiness Pass - No Action To my knowledge there is no 
physical business location for 
WSA so this is not required. 

Moz Domain Authority 7/100 
 
Some Action 

The website has a very low 
authority because of the 
handful of links pointing to it 
(Moz says 5 domains) and 
only two of those seem 
genuine. I would encourage 
building additional relevant 
links if at all possible. 

Searchmetrics 
Visibility/Penalty Review 

Pass - No Action The website has very small 
level of visibility and has not 
been impacted by Google 
updates in the past two years. 

 

Medium Impact Items 

 

Item Score Actions 

Backlinks Some Action See referring domains. 

SEMRush Link Toxicity Pass - No Action n/a because of low link 
numbers. 

Referring Domains Some Action There are five referring 
domains according to Moz, 
this could be increased. 
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Audit Summary - Key Findings & Conclusion 

Here are some of the key points following the completion of the audit and a summary of the 

findings. 

● Generally speaking, the website is in decent technical health and is being indexed fine. 

● It’s advantageous that the website is multi-device friendly and is relatively quick. 

● It would be recommended to carry out the housekeeping of completing the meta data for 

the category pages. 

● The website is small (just seven pages) so there is a limited amount of scope for huge 

optimisation. However, the main opportunity lies with transitioning match reports to a new 

section of the website and keeping a historical record of all match reports on individual 

pages. 

● Further research (see image below) shows that there is opportunity for visibility of search 

terms such as “wirral sea fishing reports”. The website currently ranks in third position but 

this could be improved with a dedicated page. 

 

● More than anything, it would have a big user benefit to access historical match reports. 

● Some additional external links could be built but given the niche nature of the website 

this isn’t exactly necessary. 
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